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Abstract— CRM is “old news” in large enterprises. On the other
hand, in ever evolving economies where the strongest prevail,
causing mergers and survival of the fittest (and the largest), it is
increasingly difficult for small and medium enterprises (SMEs) to
gain new customers and to retain old ones. Being able to timely
understand customer habits, their needs and drivers is
substantial for all businesses, large or small. Some of the core
CRM software functionalities and reports will help SMEs to get
comprehensible picture of their customers, key drivers of their
businesses and the path their companies are taking. In this paper,
importance of having CRM software, especially under SaaS
licensing, understanding data it provides and using both to
increase customer satisfaction and retention for SMEs will be
discussed. Some of key performance indicators (KPI) will be
explained, including how they can influence the increase revenue
and enable sustainability and longevity of SMEs.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

CRM is one of the very well know tools in the marketing
theory and practice. It is hard to imagine any major global and
regional company without either one of the most famous or
own CRM tools working hard in their sale departments. Very
often, this software is very expensive, difficult to use and
master and require dedicated staffing to gain best of it. SMEs
(including micro enterprises) rarely even consider
implementation of such a tool for various reasons, ignoring all
the benefits they can gain for own businesses.
This paper has an aim to show that implementation of
certain CRM software in SME environment is simple,
“painless” and beneficial. Focus will be on how (models)
SMEs can implement such systems with little effort and
investment, as well as all the benefits they can get from simple
tools aimed at those entities. Description of the key terms,
technologies used, major benefits, cost and staffing estimations
will be presented.
A. CRM
Customer Relationship Management (CRM) is a tool, based
on the information technology, enabling an organization to
proactively create, develop and maintain committed, interactive

and profitable exchange with selected customers over time [1].
It is a technology for managing all relationships and
interactions with customers and potential customers, with
simple goal: improve business relationships in order to grow
own business. Benefits of implementation of such system are
obvious, but some of the key drivers for its implementation are
both defensive (an organization's fears of losing customers and
revenues due to the successful CRM adoption among
competitors) and offensive (desire to improve the profitability
by reducing costs and increasing revenues through improving
customer satisfaction and loyalty). The implementation of
CRM is very fundamental for increasing customer loyalty [2],
[3].
CRM systems gather data from a range of different
communication channels and allow businesses to learn more
about their target audiences and how to best cater for their
needs, thus retaining customers and driving sales growth.
Considering their functionalities, those systems can be divided
in several categories, including strategic (focused on the
development of customer-centric business culture), operational
(with the primary goal of integrating and automating sales,
marketing and customer support), analytical (concentrated on
analyzing customer data gathered through various sources in
order for managers to make more informed decisions) and
collaborative (incorporating external stakeholders – vendors,
suppliers, distributors) [4], [5].
Customer’s satisfaction (or satisfaction) is defined as “a
person’s feelings of pleasure or disappointment resulting from
comparing a product’s perceived performance (or outcome) in
relation to his or her expectations” [6]. It has important
implications for the economic performance of firms because it
has the ability to increase customer loyalty and usage behavior
and reduce customer complaints and the likelihood of customer
defection [7].
B. SaaS
Software as a service (SaaS) (also referred as “on-demand
software”) is a software licensing and delivery model in which
software is licensed on a subscription basis and is centrally
hosted. SaaS applications are delivered over Internet and are
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typically accessed by users using a thin client (a web browser)
as those applications are web based/web hosted software [8].
For this reason, the SaaS model has no physical need for
indirect distribution because it is not distributed physically and
is deployed almost instantaneously, thereby negating the need
for traditional delivery channels. Unlike traditional software,
which is conventionally sold as a perpetual license with an upfront cost (and possibly an ongoing support fee), SaaS is
generally priced using a subscription fee, most commonly a
monthly fee or an annual fee.
Historically, in software industry, customers have been
very frustrated related to product cost. This approach to
obtaining software is very interesting for companies that do not
want to have big initial investment in software, or desire quick
return of the investment and represents natural evolution in
software technology [9].
C. SME
In majority of countries in the region, Small and Medium
Enterprises (SME) present over 99% of total enterprises. In
countries of the EU in the 2020, SMEs accounted for 99.8% of
total number of enterprises in the non-financial business sector,
65.0% of employment and 53.0% value generated [10]. In
Asia, for example, SMEs make 98% of total enterprises and
66% of jobs. SMEs in some countries have large impact on
export, like in China where SMEs accounted for 41.5%, or
Thailand where they made up 28.8% of total export value in
2012, or they significantly contribute to their countries GDP.
TABLE I.
Company
category
medium
small
micro

DEFINITION OF THE SME PER EUROPEAN COMMISSION [11]
Staff headcount

Turnover

<250
<50
<10

≤ € 50m
≤ € 10m
≤ € 2m

Balance sheet
total
≤ € 43m
≤ € 10m
≤ € 2m

Sustainability and profitability of such enterprises is
fundamental for their economies, and yet, there are many
challenges SME are facing. Some of most common challenges
SME face are difficulties in accessing finance, lack of
information infrastructure, low level of business research and
development and insufficient use of information technologies
[12].
Depending on market, SMEs could be facing additional
challenges. This is especially the case in Southeast Europe
(SEE), where SMEs are significantly influenced by cheap
import from Far East Asia markets. Specificity of SEE market
is that it consists of many micro markets that are not sufficient
for SMEs to achieve economies of scale in local markets.
Regional SMEs are also facing issues concerning complicated
export/import administration and finding partners/customers in
the neighboring markets, which prevents them from achieving
economies of scale in the regional market. In order for SEE
SMEs to be sustainable even on their local markets, it is
necessary for them to achieve higher sales and production
optimization, and to increase volumes and total profit despite
margin reduction.

Necessity for them is to embrace new technologies that can
help with most, if not all of the challenges mentioned above.
Research suggests that ICT can improve overall, financial and
operational performance, with impact on the improvement of
external and internal communication and that ICT play major
role in innovation performance of SMEs if used appropriately
[13].
Some of the technologies such companies can benefit
include social networks, CRM software, loyalty software,
project management software, management information
systems, etc. The main goal of this work is to analyze
possibility how information technologies can improve business
of SME and achieve better position on regional market.
II.

TECHNOLOGIES

Appropriate CRMs for the SME niche are mostly web
based solutions offered as SaaS. More often than not, those are
solutions based on PHP/MySQL (open-source) platform not
requiring additional licensing than SaaS license for the
software itself. They are multi (three)-tier solutions where
software users are accessing the application by the means of
web browser (Firefox, Chrome, Edge, etc.).
Software as a service is especially suitable for SMEs as all
of the maintenance, hardware and software-vise is included in
the monthly subscription and is the responsibility of the service
provider. Data backup can also be included in the service plan,
making such solution real plug-n-play and very easy to
implement even for micro enterprises.
Being web based, many of the solutions also offer seamless
integration with various communication channels, including
direct email and SMS communication (one- and two-way),
integration of various instant messengers (e.g. Viber or
WhatsApp) and even integration with various social media.
Some of the CRM offer scheduling functionality as well, along
with the possibility of integration of scheduling into SME’s
web portal, or mobile application scheduling service, either
individually or as multi-provider scheduling channel which can
be very beneficial to SMEs as additional marketing channel
and access to untapped market.
Usually, process of the implementation starts with creation
of user account which enables access to administrative panel
and its customization. The back-end is mostly available
immediately while integration with the client’s web portal
might require some time. On average, setup, integration and
staff training should not last more than a week. It is noteworthy
that very often it is possible to easily localize the language of
the application, or change menus and other titles for purpose of
better application integration into user’s business processes and
their staffing preferences.
Depending on the solution, from SMEs side, all that is
technically required is PC/laptop/tablet (or even only mobile
phone) with internet access. Considering that software in SaaS
model is hosted by service provider, most of them provide 30
to 90 days’ trial period free of charge where potential users of
the application can review its benefits with no costs involved.
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From vendor’s point of view, this model is attractive and its
benefits comes from the economies of scale, by providing
shared service to large number of customers by centrally
hosted software – “multi-tenant” architecture. This enables
vendors to significantly reduce maintenance costs, increase
their efficiency and to offer software (as a service) with
significantly lower prices. This approach is not without its
downsides, especially regarding shared data architecture and
security management [14]. Also, as another significant issue of
such approach to software licensing is identified in need of
standardizing software functions in order to achieve economies
of scale, effectively reducing possibility of customizing the
solution for unique needs of specific “tenant” (user) [15].
III.

BENEFITS

While operational benefits of tools where scheduling is
implemented are obvious, most important benefits are derived
from reporting such tool can provide. Here only some of them
will be discussed, including their implications on company
business.
Although not directly CRM related, there are series of
reports (figure 1) that can help monitor business by improving
efficiency and monitoring performance of organizational units
and individual staffing, share of each service per location, or
review revenue generated per service, location and individual
staff. Monitoring of services share trend is also possible,
enabling quantifying promotional activities influence or trend
of penetration of newly introduced service.

reports, usually raw data can be dumped into Excel for further
analysis, using pivot chars, trends, etc.
With just few clicks of a mouse, managers of companies
will be able to track what drives their businesses up and what
drags them down, where they need to add more staff and where
they should consider reducing, which services need more
promoting and which are good on their own so far.
To better understand importance of CRM reporting, it is
important to understand definitions and significance of terms
such as “customer value”, “customer frequency” and “customer
retention”, just to name a few.
Customer value (also known as customer lifetime value CLV) is the total benefit earned from end-customer of product
or service [16].
Customer or purchase frequency is the number of times that
a customer makes a purchase in a given period of time [4]. This
metric is important as new customers are expensive (marketing
and other-vise) while it is easier to sell to existing customers
and they tend to spend more than new customers.
Customer retention is synonym of customer loyalty and
refers to a company’s ability to turn customers into repeat
buyers and prevent them from switching to a competitor [17].
It indicates whether your product and the quality of your
service please your existing customers.
Above are defined just a few metrics whose knowledge can
significantly improve company’s business. Research shows
that it is up to 5 times more expensive to attract new customer,
than to retain existing one, so the reduction of customer loss for
5% can increase profit for 25% to 85% [4]. It is very hard to
attract satisfied customer from competition.
Considering this, it is very important to understand your
customer’s habits, expectations and needs. CRM software
major reporting tools are enabling this through various reports,
such as:
•

Which locations your customer is using? Is the
customer visiting only one location or s/he visits
more of your locations (more locations that are
visited by single customer, the customer is more
loyal);

•

Which services your customer is using? This
report helps better understanding customer’s
habits and needs and tailoring a specific offer to
the customer with compatible services. More
customer’s needs are satisfied at a business; the
customer will be more loyal.

•

Customer frequency report, which shows not only
how often a customer is visiting a business, but
also when that customer should be expected again.
Using this report, sale staff can easily identify
customer pass those dates and attract the customer
using various sale techniques.

•

Review individual customer history (figure 2) for
tailoring unique and individualized offer, etc.

Figure 1. Examples of operational reports

Such reports can help optimize time and workforce
resources, make educated decisions on investing in
promotional activities, profitability of new services and their
distribution per organizational units, etc. Beside graphical
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